
TUESDAY 4 JUNE 2019 DAY ONE
8:00 Registration and Continental Breakfast 

9:00 CHAIRPERSON’S OPENING REMARKS AND 
INDUSTRY UPDATE 
Samme Allen, MC-Facilitator-Moderator, 
SAMME ALLEN 

9:30 TOP COMPLIANCE CHALLENGES
Evaluate the Top Compliance Challenges and 
Their Impact on Your Meeting Management 
Framework
Marlize Eckert, Head of Compliance Solutions,  
GCO GLOBAL 
Munish Duvedi, Consultant, GCO GLOBAL
• Assess the impact of compliance on your meeting

management framework
• Evaluate myths and truths related to GDPR for

meeting and event professionals
• Outline practical tips for GDPR compliance in

meetings and events
• Understand data privacy as a new compliance domain
• Gain insight into other compliance challenges in the

EU and U.S.

10:30 Networking Break 

11:00 EXPERT PANEL: GLOBAL MEETING 
MANAGEMENT  
Overcome Common Challenges to Global 
Meeting Optimisation and Best Practices for 
Success
Panellists
Matthew Coombs, Services Development Director, 
IQVIA
ADDITIONAL PANELLISTS TBD
• Evaluate what topics and issues are of the most

concern to our expert panel
• Identify and resolve the most difficult compliance

challenges
• Drive down costs without sacrificing meeting and

event quality
• Optimise communication with a global team

12:00 Lunch 

13:00 CONTRACTING AND NEGOTIATING
Candidly Discuss Challenges and Solutions 
When Developing and Negotiating Contracts 
• Evaluate the impact of today’s market on contracting

and negotiations
• Outline tips and tricks for securing space when it’s at

a premium
• Examine best practices for streamlining the RFP

process
• Get creative with concession negotiations and

knowing what is and is not possible or acceptable
• Understand the purpose of the force majeure clause

and what it should look like
• Share tips for effectively negotiating contract terms

and respecting known limitations of both parties

14:00  INTERACTIVE DISCUSSION:  STRATEGIC 
MEETING MANAGEMENT 
Develop an Effective Strategic Meeting 
Management (SMM) Programme to Optimise 
Resources, Maximise Visibility, and Reduce 
Costs 
• Understand the purpose of SMM and what a

successful SMM looks like
 - Define the goals of your SMM and design a

programme to achieve them 
• Evaluate the impact of the SMM and best practices for

articulating the benefits to gain internal buy-in
• Monitor suppliers on an enterprise-wide level to view

productivity and cost
• Discuss best practices and lessons learned regarding

the development, implementation and sustainability of
an effective SMM
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15:00 Networking Break 

15:30  ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSIONS 
Each conference participant selects a topic from the following list to discuss in an intimate setting. You’ll be asked 
for your topic selections via email a few weeks out from the conference.  These roundtables provide relevant, detailed 
information and practical tools, and encourage groups to share best practices and lessons learned.  Topics are repeated 
for second roundtable sessions on day two, to allow participation in your top two topics.  Based on pre-event selections, 
popular topics will be split into two tables and topics of low interest will be cancelled.

1. GDPR COMPLIANCE:  Discuss the Details of GDPR and
How It Impacts Events and Potential Consequences for 
Non-Compliance  

2. RISK MANAGEMENT: Implement Meeting Risk
Management Into the Planning Process to Proactively
Define Risks

3. MEETING MANAGEMENT AT SMALL COMPANIES:
Explore How Small Companies Are Working With
Limited Resources to Optimise Meetings and Events

4. MEDICAL DEVICE MEETINGS:  Discuss Regulations
and Challenges Unique to Medical Device Meetings and
Best Practices for Handling

5. VIRTUAL AND HYBRID MEETINGS:  Evaluate the
Benefits and Costs and When Virtual and/or Hybrid
Meetings Make the Most Sense

6. VENUE SELECTION: Discuss the Stipulations and
Regulations Impacting the Location and Property Type
for Events

7. INVESTIGATOR MEETINGS: Explore Strategies for
Maximising the Value and Impact of Investigator
Meetings

8. INCENTIVE MEETINGS/RECOGNITION MEETINGS:
Examine Proven Strategies and Approaches When
Planning Effective Incentive/Recognition Meetings

9. WORKING WITH CVBs AND DMCs:  Leverage
Partnerships With Convention Visitors Bureaus and
Destination Management Companies to Optimise
Meeting Management

10. TRADE SHOWS AND CONVENTIONS:  Share Proven
Strategies for Measuring and Maximising Success at
Trade Shows and Conventions

11. LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT:  Outline What Makes a
Great Leader and Strategies for Advancing Your Career

12. MAXIMISE HCP ATTENDANCE: Evaluate the Needs and
Wants of HCPs and Translating That Into an Attractive
Meeting to Maximise Their Attendance

13. SMALL MEETING MANAGEMENT:  Optimise the
Planning, Development and Execution of Meetings for
Less Than 100 People

TUESDAY 4 JUNE 2019 DAY ONE

16:30 Close of Day One 

TESTIMONIALS FROM OUR U.S. PHARMA MEETING PROS SUMMIT 
“Great sessions — very informative, as always, and I really like the balanced mix of attendees from every 

area of our industry.  You do a great job of creating an intimate and informal environment.”  
—Vice President, Operations, ASHFIELD MEETINGS & EVENTS

“I highly recommend this conference. It’s a very productive two-day immersion in all things ‘Pharma 
meeting’ and an amazing forum for sharing. How terrific is it to hear directly from your peers and the 

experts who support the industry? You are certain to bring back valuable best practices — including cost 
saving strategies — something we are all called upon for.”

—Manager, Internal Events, GLAXOSMITHKLINE 

“The Summit offered a very diverse agenda, touching on all aspects of current-day obstacles and needs.”
—Senior Manager, Meetings Management, NOVO NORDISK 

“Great networking and getting new ideas from peers in the industry.  I liked hearing views from both the 
suppliers and planners.  The meeting was great, everyone was engaged.  I looked forward to attending all 
the sessions.  Kudos to Kristen and the ExL team for putting on a wonderful meeting.  Looking forward to 

next year!” 
—Project Manager, NOVOCURE

“ Topics are relevant to healthcare meeting core competencies and the intimate setting allows attendees 
to talk openly about their challenges and practices.  It is the best way to stay current on issues that affect 

medical meeting management.”
—Director, Professional Development, Healthcare Sector, MEETING PROFESSIONALS INTERNATIONAL (MPI)
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8:00    Registration and Continental Breakfast 

9:00 CHAIRPERSON’S RECAP OF DAY ONE AND 
OPENING TO DAY TWO 
Samme Allen, MC-Facilitator-Moderator, 
SAMME ALLEN LTD

9:30 PANEL: TECHNOLOGY OPTIMISATION 
Leverage Technology to Optimise Global 
Meeting Management, Execution and 
Audience Engagement
Moderator
Maarten Vanneste, President,  
MEETING DESIGN INSTITUTE 
Panellists
Sergio Aguilar, Communications and Congress Head 
Spain and Portugal, ALCON
ADDITIONAL PANELLISTS TBD 
• Balance bells, whistles and wow-factors with cost

when it comes to new technology implementation
• Evaluate the development of technology to enhance

the onsite experience and engage the audience
 - Define what works and what doesn’t

• Understand where to go to learn about the different
available technologies and assess the options (i.e.,
mobile apps)

• Identify the biggest barriers to entry of new
technology in the meeting planning space and how to
overcome them

10:30 Networking Break 

11:00 ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSIONS 
Each conference participant selects one topic to 
discuss in an intimate setting.  You’ll be asked for 
your topic selections via email a few weeks out from 
the conference.  These roundtables provide relevant, 
detailed information and practical tools, and encourage 
groups to share best practices and lessons learned. 
Topics are repeated from the previous day to allow 
participation in your top TWO choices and to try to 
diversify the audience at each table.  See the previous 
day for the list of topics. 

12:00 Lunch 

13:00 GLOBAL COMMUNICATION OPTIMISATION
Developing a Global Communication Plan 
Both Internally and Externally to Keep 
All Stakeholders Informed and Ensure 
Compliance 
• Avoid ‘Death by Meetings’
• Develop a communication strategy the works for all

parties
• Leverage technology to facilitate connections across

different time zones
• Ensure everyone is aware and understands any

compliance concerns and which rules apply
• Document information exchange and follow up

appropriately

13:45 PANEL DISCUSSION:  RELATIONSHIP 
MANAGEMENT 
Select and Manage Partners to Build a 
Relationship for Continued Growth and 
Success 
Panellists
• Understand who is involved with the selection process

and how much input/influence they have
• Define your needs in a partner and translate them into

qualifications/parameters
 - Identify who defines the expectations of a partner

and what those expectations are 
• Explain the pros and cons of preferred providers and

understand the criteria for becoming one
• Manage the relationship to ensure continued

productivity and streamlined operations

14:45 CHAIRPERSON’S WRAP-UP AND CONCLUDING 
REMARKS
Samme Allen, MC-Facilitator-Moderator, 
SAMME ALLEN LTD  

15:00 Conference Concludes 
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WEDNESDAY 5 JUNE 2019 DAY TWO
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